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timothy thurston
he tibetan Gesar epic beyond its bards:  
An ecosystem of Genres on the roof  
of the World
his paper examines the Tibetan Gesar epic beyond its text and bards. It begins 
with a synopsis of the epic itself and reviews some of the multilingual literature 
on the Gesar tradition with attention to translations, storytellers and poetics, 
and questions of historicity. But heritage regimes shape broader knowledge of 
traditional practices. Using proverbs and localized micro- narratives, this paper 
recognizes an ecosystem of Gesar- related genres, suggesting how epic knowledge 
extends beyond heritage epistemologies.
Keywords
AFS Ethnographic Thesaurus: Genre, heritage, narrative, proverb
if you want to waste your life, tell the epic.
—tournadre and robin (2006:139; tibetan Proverb)
Introduction
he tibetan Gesar epic, oten considered the longest epic in the world, is a thrilling 
tale of an outcast prince who reclaims his throne, paciies his kingdom’s neighbors, 
and lays the groundwork for buddhist conversion in tibet. its rich poetic language, 
performed by sgrung mkhan1 (storytellers or bards), the most famous of whom are 
inspired by dreams, has drawn scholars and translators from around the world. At the 
same time, research on Gesar has tended to focus overwhelmingly on the long- form, 
prosimetric versions of the epic, inscribed in the uneSco lists of world intangible 
cultural heritage. And yet, Gesar lore exists, and epic knowledge is transmitted in a 
variety of other, less frequently studied forms, ranging from mentions in everyday 
conversation to features in the natural landscape to narratives told informally to pass 
long winter evenings. my goal in this article is to examine the Gesar phenomenon 
as an ecology of genres that extends beyond its epic text and bards. hat is to say, 
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i am interested in looking beyond the epic tradition in its most narrowly deined 
sense and the frameworks most commonly used to analyze it. Similar to roger D. 
Abrahams’ “continuum of genres” (2005), the metaphor of ecologies draws on work 
from “cultural sustainability”2 to recognize the dense, dialogic, and multidirectional 
ties between related expressive genres. to accomplish this, i will begin with a brief 
synopsis of the Gesar epic. next, i will review some of the multilingual literature in 
chinese, tibetan, english, and French on the Gesar tradition, focusing particularly on 
translations, storytellers and poetics, and questions of historicity. Due to constraints 
of space and linguistic ability, this review covers only a small fraction of the massive 
corpus of Gesar- related scholarship. i focus on the Gesar epic in primarily tibetan 
regions of the People’s republic of china.3 his is a matter of convenience, as any 
topic of this magnitude must be delimited in some fashion. i then examine some other 
speech genres in which the Gesar epic continues to manifest itself. together, these 
help to suggest a large, multi- generic “pool of tradition” (honko 2000:18–9)4 relating 
to the Gesar epic and its prosimetric performance tradition, but also extending well 
beyond the conines of the epic tradition itself.
he Gesar Epic
he Gesar epic centers on the life and exploits of king Gesar, a reincarnated buddhist 
deity, born into the family of the king of Gling. blessed with supernatural abilities, 
protected by a retinue of deities who have pledged him their aid in accomplishing the 
tasks set forth to him, and surrounded by a number of heroes, he came to the kingdom 
of Gling to defeat the demonic enemies surrounding the region and thereby prepare 
tibet and its people for the spread of buddhism in the land of Snows.
 hough sgrung mkhan may perform individual episodes at any given time, there 
is a generally accepted chronology of Gesar’s life (karmay 1993). in more buddhist 
versions, he consents to take human form and makes several preconditions for his 
doing so, including but not limited to his earthly parentage, the weapons and tools 
to be made available to him, and the deities who must reincarnate to be part of his 
retinue. even with these many advantages, things are not always easy for the future 
king. exiled by his jealous uncle, khro thung, the boy—then named Joru—spends 
his childhood roaming the tibetan countryside. one day, when the time has come 
for Joru to begin his religious and martial work, the goddess manene appears to him, 
commanding him to go to Gling. taking the form of a raven, he goes to his uncle, the 
avaricious khro thung, and convinces him that by holding a high- stakes horse race 
in Gling, khro thung will certainly win the throne of the kingdom.5 on the day of 
the event, Joru shows up on his mystical lying and talking steed kyang Go- karkar, 
though horse and rider are disguised as donkey and beggar, respectively. he other 
contestants all laugh at Joru’s slovenly appearance, until he wins the throne and the 
hand of the beautiful ’brug mo in marriage in an exciting horse race.
 Ater ascending to the throne of Gling, he discards the name Joru and becomes 
king Gesar, Seng chen nor bu dgra ’dul, the Great lion, Jewel tamer of enemies. he 
then proceeds to lead the kingdom on several campaigns against their neighbors in 
the four cardinal directions: ’Jang, mon, hor, and the kingdom in the north. oten, 
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these wars are in retaliation for some heinous crime perpetrated on the people of 
Gling while the king is in meditative retreat. he king of hor, for example, destroys 
the kingdom of Gling and takes Gesar’s wife ’brug mo for his own. in reacting to 
these demonic aggressors, Gesar combines spiritual attainment with martial prow-
ess, leading the people of Gling in waging compassionate holy war on the demonic 
forces surrounding the kingdom. Aided by a retinue of 80 warriors, including a core 
group of 30 main generals, and with the help of deities who actively work to aid him 
in ensuring favorable conditions for the spread of buddhism in tibet, he defeats these 
demonic powers through a combination of martial prowess and cunning. in addition 
to this series of core episodes, there are also other episodes in which Gesar leads his 
subjects on other conquests against enemies as far away as iran.
 itinerant sgrung mkhan traditionally wandered the countryside seeking invita-
tions to perform the epic (Stein 1981). Performances to individual households or a 
group of households aimed to both entertain and provide moral instruction to the 
audience. epic performances are prosimetric, mixing rapid- ire storytelling sections 
with formulaic songs, sung in a set number of tunes (helfer 1979). Songs voice the 
speech of a variety of characters from the epic who “call upon their deities to guide 
them, introduce themselves and the place of action, greet their friend or foe [present 
in the narrated event], and then make requests and demands, ask questions, give 
instructions, and announce plans” (Fitzherbert 2007:8–9). he resulting style is a 
complex, entertaining performance that has been transmitted for centuries.
 in 2009, the Gesar epic was inscribed on the uneSco list of intangible cultural 
heritage. At present, many provincial, prefectural, and county level units, particularly 
in china’s Western regions, maintain Gesar research oices, as do a number of higher 
education institutions. hese oices are responsible for identifying, recording, and 
sometimes paying salaries to Gesar performers. he chinese government oicially 
recognizes the most famous performers as “tradition bearers” (ch: chuanchengren), 
who receive stipends in exchange for performing and recording their epic repertoires, 
as well as working with interested researchers.6 here are only six such oicially rec-
ognized tradition bearers in china. hey are spread across Western china’s Sichuan, 
Gansu, and Qinghai Provinces, as well as one each in Xinjiang uyghur Autonomous 
region and the tibet Autonomous region.7 Qinghai Province is the only provincial- 
level entity with two transmitters of the Gesar epic.
 At the same time, it is worth recognizing that chinese scholarly interest in and gov-
ernmental support for research on the tibetan epic pre- dates uneSco’s involvement. 
During the Qing dynasty, the kangxi emperor sponsored a print edition (published in 
1716) of the mongolian version of the epic that is oten taken as a sign of the ainity 
the manchu rulers had for mongolians and their culture (de rachewiltz and naran-
goa 2017:1–2). han chinese attention to the Gesar epic, meanwhile, dates to at least 
the 1920s, when scholars like ren naiqiang (಩ମ఼, 1894–1989) began conducting 
research on what was then considered to be china’s frontiers. chinese governmental 
support for research really took of ater the establishment of the People’s republic 
of china. li lianrong, however, points out that “none of these early scholars who 
conducted Gesar research in the 1930s and 1940s assisted with the later collection 
work” (2001:323). hough li does not provide the reasons for this, it seems possible 
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that these scholars fell afoul of the turbulent political climate of the maoist period. 
ren naiqiang, for example, was labeled a rightist in the 1950s and was forced into 
supervised labor. Despite this, Zang Xiaowei notes that the government “mobilized 
566 libraries and 163 museums to collect, translate, and study Gesar, an oral tibetan 
epic, Jangar, a mongolian epic, and Manas, an epic of the kirgiz people” (2015:167). 
Since the end of the cultural revolution, moreover, the epic was listed as a key, 
national- level research project in the sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth “ive- year plans” 
(1980–2000). he work continues apace, and Gesarology is now a vibrant component 
of several ields in chinese academia, including translation studies, literature studies, 
folkloristics, and anthropology.
he Gesar Epic, East and West
With tellers in mongolia, baltistan, ladakh, and across the tibetan Plateau, as well as 
scholars in china, mongolia, russia, europe, and the united States, Gesar research 
is a veritable multilingual industry unto itself. Since the establishment of the People’s 
republic of china, “over 1,000 academic theses and 30 research works have been 
published” on the Gesar epic (Zhang 2004:136).8 his is in addition to the many 
manuscript- length analyses and translated editions available in china and the number 
of Gesar- related publications in english, tibetan, chinese, French, German, russian, 
and mongolian.
 unfortunately, the plethora of languages in which Gesar research is conducted oten 
prevents scholars from holistically engaging in this immense body of literature. his 
leads to a situation in which Western sources very rarely engage chinese- language 
scholarship (though they almost all approach tibetan- language sources), and chinese 
sources only occasionally take Western scholarship into account. his section surveys 
some of the Gesar- related scholarship produced in english, tibetan, and chinese. For 
the sake of simplicity and brevity, however, i focus on three thematic issues around 
which much of this research has focused: historicity, sgrung mkhan and poetics, and 
translations.
historicity
Where is the character of Gesar from? is he better considered a mythical hero or a 
historical igure? At the meta- level, what is the importance of interest in Gesar at dif-
ferent historical moments? one of the earliest and still unresolved debates about the 
Gesar epic relates to the historicity and origins of the great king himself. in tibetan 
regions, this is a question that has vexed scholars going back at least to the eighteenth 
century, when Sum pa mkhan po spoke of empirical evidence supposedly attesting 
to Gesar’s historical and unequivocally tibetan origins in correspondences with the 
Sixth Panchen lama (see Fitzherbert 2015; king 2016).
 And yet, many Western scholars remain unconvinced. noticing that some ver-
sions of the epic speak of “khrom Gesar,” some scholars see etymological links with 
caesar of rome (see, for example, Stein 1959; mortensen 1999; Schaefer, kapstein, 
and tuttle 2013:309) and with similar terms like the German “kaiser” and russian 
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“czar.” Scholars in china tend to remain unmoved by these arguments. Xu Guoqiong, 
for example, suggests a variety of alternatives, including the Gilgit region of kashmir 
and a location in Xinjiang, before unequivocally stating that khrom cannot refer to 
rome (1993:360–7). Jiangbian Jiacuo9 (perhaps the most famous of china’s Gesa-
rologists) provides a common critique of this view, stating “there are no materials 
showing in what way ‘caesar’ became Gesar. between these two, there is no inherent 
connection” (2003:54). he also critiques a handful of other standpoints that suggest a 
non- tibetan origin of the term (though never citing speciic works) before profering 
his own feelings about the unequivocally tibetan name of Gesar. Jiangbian concludes 
by positing a philological perspective on ancient tibetan in which Gesar might mean 
either “stamen” or “to take power.” he then points to manuscript versions of the epic 
in which, ater Joru wins the throne of Gling, people say “Joru ge sar song!” [Joru 
has come to power!], and he posits that the new king might have used this as his title 
(2003:54–6).
 in an earlier work, Jiangbian argues that the name Gesar appears in texts dating 
back to tang Dynasty- era documents found in the Dunhuang caves, but that it was not 
until the eighteenth century that tibetan religious leader and scholar Sum pa mkhan 
po ye shes dpal ’byor (1704–1788) linked Gesar—as a real historical igure—and the 
kingdom of Gling to Sde dge (1999:418–24). he even exchanged correspondence on 
the matter with the Sixth Panchen lama, including when Gesar had lived.10 And, yet, 
the debate rages on. Xu Guoqiong asserts that the king was a historical igure who 
lived in the eleventh century AD (1986), the same time that yang enhong says the 
epic itself began to be performed (2001).
 An additional point of concern is identifying the “authentic” sites of the Gesar epic. 
Government recognition of one location’s claim to having been the actual location 
of this or that event from the epic may provide tremendous inancial beneits in the 
form of both government subsidy and tourist dollars. tibetans in china generally 
accept Sum pa mkhan po’s take, arguing that the king is from Sde dge, a region in 
the eastern tibetan region known as khams.11 his childhood, it is said, was spent 
wandering around Qinghai Province’s mgo log tibetan Autonomous Prefecture and 
the monastery of his guru Phag mo grub pa is rta rna monastery (literally “horse 
ears,” for the peculiarly shaped mountain peak behind the monastery) in yul shul 
(ch: yushu ზඎ), tibetan Autonomous Prefecture’s southernmost nangchen (ch: 
nangqian ଵన) county, where one can ind relics and reliquaries attributed to Gesar 
and his heroes (Grüschke 2004). regardless of the historic truth of the king’s life and 
deeds, the lion’s share of scholarly efort over the last 20 years has been on the epic’s 
storytellers, who have acquired their skill by miraculous means and who continue to 
breathe life into the epic, and on the poetics of epic performance.
Sgrung mkhan and Poetics
Since the beginning of the twenty- irst century, the early emphasis on historiography 
and origins has largely given way to a concern with performance, development, and 
cultural importance of the Gesar epic over time. han scholars like yang enhong (b. 
1946) and tibetan scholars like Jiangbian Jiacuo (b. 1938) and Gcod pa don grub 
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(b. 1949) (the former publishing in both chinese and tibetan, the latter publishing 
almost exclusively in tibetan) shot to the forefront of Gesar studies with their work 
on the epic and its sgrung mkhan performers.12 much of this research has focused 
on how storytellers acquire their ability to tell the epic, for which tibetans maintain 
a sophisticated classiication system.
 he most famous class of sgrung mkhan are the ’bab sgrung, dream- inspired story-
tellers. ’bab means literally to fall or descend and refers to the fact that a ’bab sgrung 
is able to perform ater a deity (usually a character from the Gesar epic) either pos-
sesses the singer or endows the singer with the ability to perform large sections of the 
epic. Speciic competences vary, but the best can oten perform vast tracts of the epic 
(Zhambei Gyaltsho 2001). Dag snang sgrung are suddenly inspired to perform the 
epic, though the skill can fade just as quickly. hos sgrung possess a relatively restricted 
repertoire and learn from listening to others. Don sgrung are literate performers who 
chant from a book. Dgongs gter are performers who suddenly gain the ability to write 
and tell several episodes of the epic, although they might otherwise be illiterate. Pra 
phab, “artists by circular light,” see the epic or epic texts in a bronze mirror or other 
blank object (such as a piece of paper) and tell it. Finally, gter ston, “treasure excava-
tors,” tend to be more educated and oten write (or ind previously written) versions 
of the epic.
 in addition to the emic classiication of storytellers in terms of how they acquire 
their skills, some scholars have also examined the traditional and idiosyncratic ele-
ments available to storytellers. tibetan scholar Gcod pa don grub, in just some of 
his far- ranging research into the Gesar epic, for example, examines the special char-
acteristics of dream- inspired storyteller tshe ring dbang ’dus’ epic performances by 
focusing on prayers and oferings made before every performance; the use of props 
and gesture, and how they have changed over time; his ability to lengthen or shorten 
performance based on audiences; and the variety of tunes he sings (2007). Gcod pa 
don grub suggests that these are all relatively unique to this performer. in doing so, 
he recognizes the tremendous space for individual creativity available to storytellers.
 Finally, folklorists in china have also recently begun using oral- formulaic theory 
(see lord 1960) to examine the poetics of epic in performance (see chao Gejin 2000 
for one notable example). Some Gesarologists have also begun testing the theory’s 
application to tibetan sgrung mkhan. comparing the songs in two editions—the 
irst an edited version of a singer’s manuscript, the second based on a recording made 
from famous sgrung mkhan Grags pa—yang enhong recognizes that each episode of 
the Gesar epic consists of ive parts, including prelude, prayers, introduction, body, 
and conclusion (2001). looking speciically at the metric portions of the texts, yang 
then notes a number of common formulas connecting the two editions, including 
formulas between one and four sentences in length to open songs, rhyming patterns, 
reiterative endings, and parallelism. She then further links this to characteristics of 
tibetan traditional narrative more generally, dating as far back as the Dunhuang 
manuscripts.13 Despite this, Solomon George Fitzherbert cautions that, with the 
exception of a small store of such stock epithets and formulaic phrases, a majority 
of formulas are unique to the performers themselves (2007:86). regardless, a need 
remains for attention to both unedited performance in context and the processes 
behind creating and editing written editions.14
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textualization and translation
he Gesar epic also boasts a robust religious and textual tradition dating back several 
centuries and continuing into the present in a variety of media. Fitzherbert argues 
that the Gesar epic, “until the very recent past, has not been the object of anything 
more than a sporadic and weak scribal tradition” (2010:218), but this has changed 
signiicantly since at least the mid- 1950s, with the epic now entextualized in written 
versions, literary recreations, and a variety of multimedia forms. indeed, there are 
dozens of compilations and translations of the Gesar epic presently circulating in a 
number of diferent languages. Some of these present the epic as a combination of 
prose and verse, thus preserving the prosimetric style of epic performance. oth-
ers are exclusively prose versions that privilege plot over style. Some are based on 
earlier tibetan editions. others are based on epic storytellers’ versions.15 Still others 
are tradition- inspired literary fantasies based more or less loosely on the epic or its 
storytellers.
 he most highly regarded of the print versions is the prosimetric Gling tshang 
xylograph. coming from the famed Sde dge publishing house, the Gling tshang xylo-
graph has inluenced the performances of tibet’s most renowned storytellers (see 
Fitzherbert 2016), and it also forms the basis of several prosimetric entextualizations, 
including Dge ’dun (1999) as well as kornman, chonam, and khandro’s english 
translation (2015). he Gling tshang manuscript was written under the patronage of 
the Gling tshang kings in Sde dge, who claimed direct descent from Gesar’s nephew 
and heir, Dgra lha tshe rgyal, and even credits several bards who were consulted in 
its creation (Fitzherbert 2015).
 in the nineteenth century, the rnying ma sect’s inluence on the Gesar epic began 
to grow considerably.16 his occurred most prominently in Sde dge, this time with the 
support of ’Ju mi pham. ’Ju mi pham composed prayers to Gesar (’Ju mi pham 1996) 
and oversaw the editing of an explicitly buddhist version of the epic (see kornman 
1997), playing an important role in incorporating him into the rnying ma pantheon 
of protective deities.17 his was to have a signiicant inluence on later entextualiza-
tions of the epic, as many also emphasize the buddhist nature of Gesar’s mission and 
particularly his connection to Padmasambhava (Pad+ma ’byung gnas), the great 
saint who would eventually introduce buddhism to tibet. At the same time, Gesar 
began to take an increasingly important role in tibetan folk ritual practices, which 
makley reads as an attempt to “mandalize the mobile and militaristic force of Gesar’s 
lay masculinity outside both the parochial interests of monasteries and the radically 
localized purviews of regional lay protector gods” (2007:239). in this context, the 
nineteenth- century codiication, entextualization, and ritualization of the Gesar epic 
took on increased importance for tibetans in the turbulent sociopolitical contexts of 
the Sino- tibetan borderlands.
 he creation of new tibetan versions of the Gesar epic did not, however, cease 
with the establishment of the People’s republic of china. in fact, the chinese com-
munist Party sponsored an extensive program to collect and produce new versions of 
the tibetan epic. he methods for entextualization, however, may vary. Fitzherbert, 
for example, in critiquing the composition of the 40- volume Gling sgrung gces btus 
(he essence of the Gling myth) (’Jam dpal rgya mtsho and bstan ’dzin phun tshogs 
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2000), notes: “he method is one of simply splicing together non- duplicating narra-
tives—from modern bards and older texts—to make a single narrative which doesn’t 
go back on itself ” (2010:217). in addition to this more aggregate version, there have 
also been multivolume textual versions made from the individual spoken versions of 
a variety of modern bards (though the recordings themselves seem to be less freely 
available), as well as republications of the Gling tshang manuscript (Dge ’dun 1999).18
 he publication of tibetan- language versions has also been accompanied by a 
parallel efort to translate episodes into chinese. most of these chinese translations 
have not recreated the prosimetric form of performance but instead retell the plot in 
chinese prose. two such works include Jiangbian Jiacuo and Wu Wei’s two- volume 
translation, which purports to tell the entire epic in chinese prose (1997), and liu 
liqian’s, which retells the opening episode of the Gesar epic, also in prose (2000). 
in addition to these versions, all of which preserve the Gesar epic’s fantastic plot, 
though oten at the expense of the performed epic’s prosimetric art, a number of 
authors have ofered their own literary reimaginings of the epic in a variety of new 
genres. tibetan author Don grub rgyal’s Sgrung pa (he bard), irst published in 
1979, revolves around the experiences of a local epic storyteller during and ater the 
cultural revolution (see lama Jabb 2015:71–3). in 2009, Sinophone tibetan author 
Alai (b. 1959), winner of the mao Dun literature Prize, wrote his own version of king 
Gesar, which moves dream- like between the Gesar epic and a sgrung mkhan’s life, 
initially as a dream- inspired performer of the epic on the tibetan grasslands and later 
as a “national treasure” protected by the chinese state. eventually, the two narratives 
merge, and the storyteller interacts directly with the epic hero.
 beyond chinese and tibetan, there have been a number of versions translated into 
romance languages as well. Perhaps the most famous and widely circulated of these 
translations is celebrated theosophists Alexandra David- neel and lama yongden’s he 
Superhuman Life of Gesar of Ling (1934).19 toward the end of the twentieth century, 
Douglas J. Penick also adapted his own prose version (1996). most recently, kornman, 
chonam, and khandro have completed a massive (albeit partial) prosimetric transla-
tion based heavily on the religiously redolent version of the Gling tshang manuscript 
(2015).
 his literature review provides only the briefest introduction to research on the 
Gesar epic tradition. Due to constraints of space and time, i have introduced only the 
tibetan version of Gesar, and i have focused almost exclusively on the epic tradition, 
narrowly construed. his expansive multilingual entextualization and translation 
project has also been a key facet of tibetan epic research to date. At the same time, 
this research corpus focuses overwhelmingly on the long form of the epic. it should be 
recognized, however, that this elides a less common but important corpus of scholar-
ship examining other Gesar- related phenomena, like Gesar’s incorporation into the 
buddhist pantheon of mundane deities as a local protector (see reb gong pa mkhar 
rtse rgyal 2009) and Gesar’s impact on the natural landscape (see, for example, Gcod 
pa don grub and bkra ba 2013). in the following section, i will suggest that this long- 
term, transnational focus on the epic and its star performers overlooks a variety of 
important oral genres that draw on knowledge of Gesar- related culture and therefore 
make information about the epic a part of tibetan everyday life.
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Beyond Sgrung
he overwhelming scholarly focus exclusively on Gesar as an epic tradition in heritage 
regimes, academic literature, and popular discourse shapes epistemologies of this 
tibetan tradition, as do the chinese and tibetan terms most oten used to refer to this 
network of Gesar- related cultural practices. in tibetan, the Gesar epic is oten called 
Gling sgrung (he myth of Gling), which is itself a shortened version of Gling rje ge 
sar rgyal po’i sgrung (he myth of king Gesar the lord of Gling). Scholars writing in 
chinese, meanwhile, frequently translate sgrung as either shenhua (commonly used 
to translate the analytic type Western scholars call “myth”) or as shishi ൎൂ (literally 
“history poem”), the term used to translate the english “epic.” And yet both the tibetan 
and its various translations (chinese shishi ൎൂ, english “epic,” French l’epopée, etc.) 
are somewhat misleading in that they all focus on the prosimetric performance of 
the tale by a handful of specialist storytellers.
 his focus on prosimetric performance and sometimes miraculous transmission, 
however, fails to encapsulate the extensive penetration of Gesar into an ecology of 
cultural forms, from the gtam dpe “proverb” to thangka paintings (a form of reli-
gious painting oten featuring a deity at the center; see li lianrong 2016; Jambian 
Gyamco and Zhou 2003), operatic performances (Fitzherbert 2007:9), new literary 
and ilmic works (see lama Jabb 2015; Alai 2009), Gesar- related landmarks in the 
natural environment (see Sman shul rin chen rdo rje 2009; Gcod pa don grub and 
bkra ba 2013), government- sponsored Gesar- related performance and constructions, 
and even critiques of the practices behind the translation of the Gesar epic (see, for 
example, Wang hongyin and Wang Zhiguo 2011).
 in recent years, conference titles have begun to address this seeming disconnect by 
broadening their purviews to “Gesar culture” (t: Ge sar rig gnas; ch: Ge sa’er wen-
hua ۬೓غ-팇?). nevertheless, the lion’s share of talks at these conferences (and of 
Gesar- related academic publishing) remains focused overwhelmingly on the epic in 
a narrow, textual sense.
 For the remainder of this article, i wish to discuss two additional forms in which 
Gesar- related lore appears: proverbs and informal micro- narratives. these oft- 
overlooked genres force us to look beyond tibet’s dream- inspired bards to fully 
Figure 1. A Gesar opera 
performance during the yushu 
horse race festival in 2014 
being held at “Gesar Square,” 
overlooked by the Gesar statue 
the government has erected in 
yushu county, yushu tAP, 
Qinghai Province, china 
(photo by timothy o’connor 
hurston).
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comprehend the Gesar epic’s import to everyday tibetan life and identity. in doing 
so, they also refocus our attention away from the Gesar epic on the grand scale and 
toward recognition of “Gesar culture,” while revealing how Gesar exists as part of a 
broader ecology of expressive genres.
Proverbs
hough the Gesar epic is famous for being a repository of proverbs (kornman, cho-
nam, and khandro 2015; Gcod pa don grub 2007:335–43; Wei renzhong 2008), 
reference to the epic in proverbs is less frequently found in scholarly literature. yet 
a number of proverbs make explicit and implicit reference to the Gesar epic. Some 
examples of these proverbs include:
Gling seng chen bzang rung mi gcig red / rta rkyang nge bzang rung rta gcig red
he lion of Gling [this is an epithet for king Gesar] is good, but he is only one person, 
[his steed] the horse rkyang nge is good, but he is only one horse (tournadre and 
robin 2006:66; english translation from the French is by the author)
in this example, Gling seng chen is a combination of the Gling, the kingdom Gesar 
ruled, while the second and third syllables of the epithet (seng chen) are a shortened 
form of seng chen nor bu’i dgra ‘dul, an epithet oten used to identify king Gesar. in 
this case, the literal translation, “he Great lion of Gling,” can only be king Gesar. 
While this example relies on knowledge of the epic’s contents, the following examples 
rely on experience listening to epic performance.
hang yangs mo’i thog la a la la mo / ’phang gzar mo’i thog la bla ma dkon mchog
on the open plain, sing A la la mo, in the narrow deiles, take your bla ma [religious 
guru] and the three jewels (tournadre and robin 2006:176; english translation by 
the author)
’gog dog mor slebs dus / bla ma o rgyan pad ma
thang bde mor slebs dus/ glu a la tha la
When you arrive at the dangerous path, take the lama Guru rinpoche
When you arrive at the lat plain, sing the song A la ta la (tournadre and robin 
2006:176; english translation by the author)
here, A la tha la and a la la mo both represent opening formulas of songs sung when 
characters speak during a performance of the Gesar epic (see Fedotov 1994). hey are 
an important “key” to performance, and here they refer metonymically to the practice 
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of singing songs from the Gesar epic. he proverb also suggests that the thang bde 
mo (the lat plain) or thang yangs mo (the open plain) is a safe place where one can 
relax and enjoy the Gesar epic, in comparison with the relatively dangerous narrow 
deiles where one must pray instead. As we see from these examples, reference to the 
Gesar epic in everyday conversation is frequently implicit, referring only obliquely 
or metonymically to the Gesar tradition (and sometimes to speciic forms of the 
tradition) through reference to one of the epithets by which Gesar may be known, 
or through mentioning speciic practices related to the epic storytelling tradition.
 in some cases, however, the reference may be more explicit:
nang dpa’ bo’i dba’ gral ma zhigs na / phyi ge sar dmag la skrag dgos med
if the inner spirit of the warriors faces no division, then there’s no need to fear the 
outer battle wrought by king Gesar (lhamo Pemba 1996:98)
in this example, Gesar is mentioned explicitly as king Gesar. his list of four prov-
erbs is meant to be representative rather than exhaustive. indeed, it comprises just 
a few of the Gesar- related proverbs in the tibetan corpus; nevertheless, it suggests 
the thorough penetration of Gesar culture into all aspects of tibetan discourse, from 
its longest form (the epic) to one of its shortest (the proverb). immediately, then, we 
must recognize that the scholarly tendency to focus on the epic form tells us only a 
small part of how Gesar inluences tibetan daily life in Western china.
informal Gesar narratives
Although informal micro- narratives are sometimes included in collections of tibetan 
folktales (see, for example, Song Xingfu 2004), scholars rarely analyze them in rela-
tion to the Gesar epic. Despite these informal narratives being infrequent objects of 
scholarly concern, one might argue that the Gesar epic reaches folk culture far more 
oten in them than in the prosimetric stories of sgrung mkhan. hese informal prose 
narratives oten have a didactic function and are told to simultaneously entertain and 
teach children about proper behaviors. hey may be told in free evenings or when 
passing a speciic site that locals associate with the epic.
 Autobiographies of english- language students from Qinghai normal university’s 
(ch: Qinghai shifan daxue; t: mtsho sngon dge thon slob grwa chen mo) english 
training Program, for example, provide an interesting window into the role of infor-
mal Gesar narratives in everyday tibetan life. hese moments of informal narrative 
suggest that many tibetans learned stories about Gesar not only from public per-
formances by dream- inspired bards, but also from relatives in their homes. kondro 
tsering, for example, writes:
Grandmother taught me scriptures by telling them to me over and over again. it was 
strange, too, that she admonished me not to kill living beings, but praised me when 
i helped her kill lice. he redder my thumbnails became from squishing them, the 
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happier Grandmother was and the more stories she told. Stories about king Gesar 
were most interesting of all. (2012:17–8)
he same author remarks again that listening to his grandmother’s Gesar stories was 
his favorite form of entertainment (kondro tsering 2012:19). later, however, he also 
tells how, ater television was introduced to his village, people stopped telling Gesar 
stories and began watching popular oferings like Journey to the West (ch: Xiyouji, 
t: nub phyogs la spyod pa’i rnam thar) and ilms starring Jackie chan (kondro tser-
ing 2012:95–8). From these mentions, we see how—although his grandmother was 
probably not an “oicial” performer of the epic, and her stories about king Gesar 
were probably not prosimetric narratives—these stories still let an indelible mark 
on this young tibetan man.
 Another student, Stobs stag lha, quotes a local resident named Gan Gagao, who cites 
the Gesar epic to explain why the number 13 is considered lucky in Gansu Province’s 
tianzhu -㼒? (t: Dpa’ ris) tibetan Autonomous county:
king Gesar once came to Dpa’ ris to ight his enemies. Ater many violent battles, 
king Gesar inally defeated his foes and celebrated victory with locals, competing in 
a horse race with them and coming in thirteenth place. Aterwards, locals believed 
that thirteen was a lucky number. (2013:66)
rdo rje tshe brtan, meanwhile, fondly remembers his time in elementary school, 
saying “Sometimes teacher Agon taught us tibetan songs and told us tales about 
ghosts and king Gesar. We sang tibetan songs we had learned while groups of us 
were going or coming to school. Villagers applauded proudly when they heard us” 
(2013:29). rdo rje tshe brtan’s memories also show how elders emphasize learning 
tibetan traditions in this rapidly changing world.
 Gesar and the informal narratives attributed to him, his exploits, and his reti-
nue are also associated with individual landmarks in tibetan geography (see, for 
example, mortensen 1999). A great number of locations on the tibetan plateau are 
locally believed to be associated with Gesar. in a small village called rdo ra, in the 
hills above khri ka (ch: Guide ݌֣) county, mtsho lho (ch: hainan ݚଲ) tibetan 
Autonomous Prefecture, Qinghai Province, for example, there is a stone where locals 
Figure 2. he hoofprint said 
to have been let by Gesar’s 
horse (photo by timothy 
o’connor hurston).
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say king Gesar napped while on the run from a host of murderous enemies. here 
is an indentation in the rock that is said to have been where he laid his head. Above 
this is a mark shaped like a horseshoe, where his horse is said to have stomped to 
wake up Gesar when advancing enemies threatened to overtake them.
 in a small valley behind Seng ze (ch: Xingzhai ྖ ᅐ) Village, yushu tibetan Auton-
omous Prefecture, Qinghai Province, meanwhile, there are two spots associated with 
the Gesar epic. As one walks up the valley from rewopo Village, the irst site is an 
indentation in a rock face. he rock face itself is said to have been Gesar pho brang 
(Gesar’s palace), and the indentation is believed to be a relief of his wife ’brug mo’s 
back. Walking in that area provides people the opportunity to tell how these features 
came to be. one of the associated narratives was recounted to me irst in october 
2010:
our people, in rewopo, so in the old time they called it [that place] Dge mtshon dmar 
mo. it was a great gnas sgo.20 you could ind a lot of natural images there that you can 
see, one ater another. his one, in the old time, they say that lhasa Jowo21 [speaker 
to someone else: “it’s the Jo bo, right?”] started to form there in the old time. it was 
supposed to have been during Gesar’s time, the lhasa Jo bo gnas sgo was supposed 
to open there [in the valley near rewopo Village]. And next to it, there was even a 
window. And when the auspicious time started it already had the shape of the door 
and it was going to open, and from down there, in that area, a woman who was in 
that area brought an empty basket on her back coming up, and the rten ’brel22 did 
not happen, from down there in that area. . . . So rten ’brel in tibetan history is very 
Figure 3. he relief of ’brug mo’s back, in 
the wall of a rock face in yushu county 
(photo by timothy o’connor hurston).
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important. Rten ’brel makes things happen well. . . . So yeah the old woman did the 
wrong thing, [when she] carried the empty basket and did not make the rten ’brel 
happen. . . . When ’brug mo saw that, she got scared. She had the key in her hand, 
but got scared and backed into the door, and let the image of her back. but the gnas 
sgo had already become rock, and the rten ’brel did not happen. if we talk about lo 
rgyus “history,” that was so momentous. (translation by author)
his site has never been included in even prefectural level lists of Gesar sites. later, i 
was surprised to learn that even Gesarologist kar+ma lha mo of the yushu tibetan 
Autonomous Prefecture Gesar research oice, and Zla ba grags pa—a native of 
yushu tAP, china’s youngest nationally recognized ’bab sgrung and intangible cul-
tural heritage chuanchengren of the tibetan Gesar epic—were also unaware of the 
location. And yet, to local villagers in rewopo Village, this narrative is authoritative.
 What are we to make of these and other place- bound micro- narratives? in some 
cases, these micro- narratives are completely irrelevant to the linear plot frequently 
associated with the Gesar epic, and yet they remain quite relevant to how local com-
munities understand and interact with the world in which they live. Attention to emic 
genre classiications ascribed in the inal narrative—in which the speaker ends by 
referring to this narrative as lo rgyus (history)—may help us better understand this.
 in 2011, i had a conversation with a tibetan scholar in Qinghai’s capital city of Xin-
ing. he had recently completed a master’s degree at Qinghai nationalities university 
(t: mtsho sngon mi rigs slob grwa chen mo; ch: Qinghai minzu daxue), and the 
university had subsequently employed him as a tibetan teacher for foreign students. 
Figure 4. close-up of the relief 
of ’brug mo’s back (photo by 
timothy o’connor hurston).
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in one conversation, i tried to describe richard bauman’s deinition of “performance” 
as a verbal artist taking responsibility to an audience for an act of verbal competence 
(1977). to illustrate the theory, i used the example of these Gesar- related micro- 
narratives, but our conversation broke down when i employed irst the tibetan gtam 
rgyud (story) and then gna’ gtam (folktale, or literally “old story”) for the discussion of 
micro- narrative performance. my teacher emphatically told me that gtam rgyud and 
gna’ gtam were the wrong terms for these narratives. instead, he said, these micro- 
narratives should be considered lo rgyus: history.
 his conversation, and the way in which it engendered a discussion of the emic 
diferences between lo rgyus “history” and gtam rgyud “folktale,” as well as sgrung 
“epic/myth,” has important implications for our understandings of both this particular 
narrative and how tibetans understand the Gesar tradition. For example, in his study 
of the famed yogin milarepa (t: mi la ras pa), Andrew Quintman (2014) recognizes 
an implied correspondence between biography (t: rnam thar) and historical record 
(t: lo rgyus) in mi la ras pa’s biography. Peter Schwieger, meanwhile, suggests that lo 
rgyus is also more authoritative than sgrung (2010:127–54). Seen as history, the links 
between these micro- narratives and the landscape draw on a larger tibetan tendency 
to physically and discursively inscribe the natural landscape with narratives about 
the actions of charismatic individuals (Quintman 2008) and with speech about the 
place’s deities and auspiciousness (hurston 2012).23
 in viewing these place- based, non- canonical micro- narratives as “history,” nar-
rators from rewopo and other marginal regions of the tibetan Plateau deploy the 
authority of this genre to incorporate these distant locations, and the tibetans who 
inhabit them, into the tibetan cultural sphere. Gesar’s palace was there, they say, and 
the famous Jo bo statue should have been there were it not for this momentary bad 
omen. in this way, this tiny valley is not simply a place within the tibetan cultural 
sphere, but really one of the important centers of the tibetan world. From yushu 
and Sde dge (in khams) to khri ka (in A mdo) to Dpa’ ris (in Gansu), then, Gesar is 
encoded in micro- narratives associated inescapably with the larger tibetan cultural 
landscape.
Conclusion
hese examples of Gesar lore in a variety of expressive genres are not meant to com-
pletely ill the gap between scholarship and lived realities or to present any irm con-
clusions. instead, my goals have been twofold: irst, to suggest the value of viewing 
Gesar culture as an ecology of interrelated genres including, but not limited to, the 
prosimetric epic, place- related micro- narratives, and proverbs. hese links between 
genres are multidirectional, and point to the transmission of cultural knowledge 
through multiple, mutually reinforcing genres. my second goal has been to indicate 
some useful directions for future Gesar- related research, which i hope that scholars 
in both china and the West will develop more completely and signiicantly than i 
have here.
 hrough focusing speciically on tibetan versions of the Gesar epic, i have shown 
that Gesarology is a large and vivacious transnational and multilingual ield of research 
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that focuses overwhelmingly on the study of the epic and its performers. his ield 
is particularly robust in the People’s republic of china, where a complex array of 
passionate individuals, cultural organizations, and local, provincial, and national 
government oices all engage in some sort of Gesar- related work. At the same time, 
i have suggested that the focus on epic, while quite natural, fails to recognize how 
Gesar- related knowledge also exists in a number of other folklore forms.
 having identiied a lacuna within the existing corpus of research on the Gesar epic 
(narrowly deined), i have focused particularly on proverbs and on the importance of 
informal micro- narratives that tie Gesar and Gesar- related knowledge to individual 
locations across the tibetan Plateau, and these locations to a greater tibetan cultural 
sphere. Proverbs make Gesar- related knowledge a part of everyday verbal practice 
outside of formal performance contexts. micro- narratives, meanwhile, link the epic 
to locations and narratives oten omitted from more canonical versions. in doing 
so, they help to articulate a community’s inclusion within a greater tibetan cultural 
sphere. taken together, these forms point to a variety of verbal practices—critical to 
the epic’s continued importance in tibetan life—oten overlooked by scholars of the 
Gesar epic.
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Notes
 1. unless otherwise stated, english translations are by the author. in this article, i use the extended 
Wylie transliteration System (eWtS) to render tibetan terms (see Anton- luca 2000), and the Pinyin 
system of romanization for chinese terms. For terms that have currency in both chinese and tibetan, 
alternative romanizations are provided in parentheses with either t, to indicate tibetan, or ch, to indicate 
chinese.
 2. See especially Schippers and Grant (2016).
 3. Gesar also circulates among several other groups. For example, some tuzu (t: hor) groups tell the 
epic (see Wang 2010; yang 1995b; richtsfeld 2006) and several of the tuzu villages of the reb gong Valley 
venerate the king as a protector deity (reb gong pa mkhar rtse rgyal 2009). tuzu Devotees of the deity 
baghari, however, do not tell Gesar epics, as the deity was a ierce rival of king Gesar (limusishiden 
2014:166). he epic is also told in inner mongolia. mongol versions of the epic, however, are quite diferent. 
he structure of individual episodes and the descriptions of the king’s demonic foes are instead similar to 
other mongol epic traditions. Finally, the epic is also told in ladakh (see Francke 1905; herrmann 1991; 
Wahid 2004) and in northern Pakistan and Sikkim (Stein 1981:3).
 4. lauri honko describes the pool of tradition, stating that “whatever is shared by more than one singer 
belongs to the pool of tradition. he pool holds a multiplicity of traditions, a coexistence of expressive 
forms and genres, mostly in a latent state, only parts of it becoming activated by the individual user” 
(2000:18–9).
 5. tibet has a long history of raven augury (see mortensen 2003).
 6. For more on the experiences of chuanchengren in china’s heritage regime, see rees (2016).
 7. information was obtained from the chinese culture bureau’s oicial intangible cultural heri-
tage website: http://www.ihchina.cn//show/feiyiweb/html/com.tjopen.deine.pojo.feiyiwangzhan.chuan 
chengren.chuanchengrenlist.html?pici=frist&leibie=minjianwenxue (accessed August 23, 2016).
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 8. See li lianrong (2008) for an overview of this scholarly work.
 9. For decades, tibetologist Jiangbian Jiacuo has published in tibetan, chinese, and english, leading 
to a number of diferences in referencing his work. in this article, citations in- text and in the references 
cited follow the original spelling in the texts; thus, he is cited as Jiangbian Jiacuo (chinese Pinyin), ’Jam 
dpal rgya mtsho (Wylie tibetan), Zhambei Gyaltsho (english), and Jambian Gyamco (english). Although 
listed separately, these are all the same person.
 10. For further discussion of this, and other views on Gesar as a historical igure, see Gcod pa don grub 
(2007:125–47). recently, Western scholars have shown more interest in the historiographic implications 
of tibetan and chinese interest in the Gesar epic. A close analysis of this is beyond the scope of the cur-
rent essay. For more information, see king (2016); Fitzherbert (2007, 2010).
 11. Sde dge county (ch: Dege ֣ ۬), Dkar mdzes (ch: Ganzi ۅራ), tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, 
Sichuan Province, Pr china.
 12. See, for example, yang (1995a, 1998). it is also worth noting that, although almost exclusively male, 
there are a small number of female storytellers (see Samuel 2002).
 13. See also Suonancuo (2010); Zhou Aiming (2003); nuobu wangdan (2014); Zang Xueyun (2013).
 14. in recent years, Wang hongyin and Wang Zhiguo have focused increasingly on the translation of 
the oral epic (2011), while Gcod pa don grub (2007:362–80) has provided some thoughts on the need 
for well- edited versions of the Gesar epic based on his own experiences working on the Gling sgrung gces 
btus, (he essence of the Gling myth) (’Jam dpal rgya mtsho and bstan ’dzin phun tshogs 2000).
 15. Since the establishment of the People’s republic of china, the chinese government has also spon-
sored the recording and publication of the epic’s greatest performers on the tibetan Plateau. See bsam 
grub (2001) for a 34- volume example of one such series.
 16. he rnying ma “old” sect of tibetan buddhism is said to have been the original form of buddhism 
introduced to tibet during the dynastic period. For more on the rnying ma sect, see Powers (1995:367–98).
 17. ma Xueliang, Qibai cidanpingcuo, and tong Jinhua (1985:246–7) conirm that the rnying ma 
sect highly values the Gesar epic, while also noting that the Dge lugs pa (ch: Gelupai ۬ਗ਼ஊ) was more 
suspicious of the epic.
 18. examples of texts made from the recorded versions of tibetan bards include bsam grub (2001); 
Grags pa (1998); kar+ma lha mo (2013); and tshe ring dbang ’dus (1997).
 19. originally published in French (1931) and later translated into english (1934).
 20. literally “place door,” gnas sgo refers to a sacred site. See also Punzi (2013).
 21. lhasa Jo bo (pronounced jowo) refers, in this case, primarily to the great statue brought to tibet 
by Princess Wencheng. Secondarily, it appears to refer to the Jokhang, the building in which the Jo bo is 
housed.
 22. Rten ’brel refers to an emic tibetan concept that is an important part of tibetan “economies of 
fortune” (Da col 2007), variously translated as “interdependence” (kunsang 2003:1080), “happenstance” 
(Da col 2007), “omens” (ekvall 1964:269), “material prosperity” (clarke 1990), “fortune” (Sa mtsho skyid 
and roche 2011), and “connections that are not visible on the surface” (Samuel 1993:447–8). in this nar-
rative, the deinition seems to be most similar to tucci’s “karmic relationship” (1980). For more on rten 
’brel in other tibetan oral traditions, see hurston (2012).
 23. examples of charismatic religious igures inscribing the landscape through their tremendous 
karmic power include footprints and handprints of powerful bla mas (see Dkon mchog dge legs 2009) 
and the landscapes associated with the ascetic mi la ras pa (Quintman 2008). his seems similar to how 
Western Apache in the united States also use narrative to inscribe their landscapes with meaning and 
use place names and associated narratives to accomplish important social work within the community 
(basso 1996).
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